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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

THE ONTARIO KNIFE COMPANY® TAKES THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY BY STORM
Three New Offerings Launched At IWA Show

The Ontario Knife Company® — a leading provider of cutting-edge knives and high-performance American-made
cutlery for the U.S. military and Armed Forces since WWI, has upgraded its offerings with the introduction of the
Rhoen I, Rhoen II and Keiler IV knives, that will be displayed at the IWA & Outdoor Classics Show in Nürnberg,
Germany (Helmut Hofmann booth: Hall 4, 4-08, 4-10) http://www.iwa.info/de/default.ashx.  Ontario Knife Company
specifically teamed with Helmut Hofmann — long-time international distributor of some of the largest brands in the
industry — and former military veteran Justin Gingrich to build these innovative knives.

The Rhoen I measures 8.965 inches overall with 3.75 inches of cutting edge. The canvas Micarta handle provides a
sure grip in any weather condition or circumstance, especially when outdoors, where rain, blood, mud and sand can
all become impediments to a secure grasp. The Rhoen II is bigger and heavier than its little brother, boasting a full
10.5 inches in length. Both Rhoen models are crafted with 154 CM steel blades, sport a stealthy satin finish and are
hardened to an ultra-desirable Rc 53-55 for easy sharpening in the field. The orange-and-green handles are
constructed using canvas Micarta and secured with nickel-silver rivets. Setting apart these models from knives of
the past are the glow inserts in each handle, making it a snap to locate a misplaced or dropped knife in the dark or
when fishing through your pack. The Rhoen II was also designed with a slot in the pommel, ideal for attaching a
tether or for use in lashing the knife to another object.

Fans of The Ontario Knife Companyʼs Afghan model are sure to become quick devotees of the Keiler IV. The Keiler
IV tapes out just under 10 inches and uses a nearly identical handle as the Rhoen models, including the glow insert,
but it follows a black-and-orange color scheme. The Keiler IV is all business. When it comes to cutting, the Keiler IV
offers 4.3 inches of finely sharpened 154CM steel with serrations on the backbone, which allow your thumb a solid
purchase during fine cutting or skinning operations.

“These lightweight hunting blades look as good as they are tough,” said Justin Gingrich, designer of the
Ontario Knife Ranger series.  “Each one is crafted from high-end materials ensuring incredible form and function in
the field.”

Rhoen I
Material: 154 CM Rc 53-55
Thickness: .1875
Blade Color: Satin Finish
Full Taper Grind
Nickel-Silver Rivets
Handle: Orange-and-Green
Canvas Micarta

Rhoen II
Material: 154 CM Rc 53-55
Thickness: .1875
Blade Color: Satin Finish
Full Taper Grind
Nickel-Silver Rivets
Handle: Orange-and-Green
Canvas Micarta

Keiler IV
Material: 154 CM Rc 53-55
Thickness: .1875
Blade Color: Satin Finish
Full Taper Grind
Nickel-Silver Rivets
Handle: Black-and-Green Canvas
Micarta
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The Rhoen I, Rhoen II and Keiler IV are sold exclusively through Helmut Hofmann — an international
distribution company with 50 plus years serving brands in the hunting & shooting, police, armed forces and security
markets (http://www.helmuthofmann.de/english/lager.php).

Founded in 1889, The Ontario Knife Company is a U.S.-owned and -operated organization that continually stays in
the forefront of knife design and cutting-edge technology. Ontarioʼs military supply roots go deep into its history, as the
company has been supplying quality cutlery to the U.S. military since WWI, beginning with its famous 18-inch
Machete. Today, the company consistently develops new knife designs that allow military personnel to have the
products they need in order to get their jobs done both on and off the battlefield. Ontario Knife is also especially proud
of being selected as the sole provider of the United States Marine Corps OKC3S Multi-purpose Bayonet System and
the Model 4 Rescue Strap Cutter.  In addition to being a major supplier to the U.S. Armed Forces, Ontario Knife teams
with a nationwide network of distributors/dealers to market its products to many diverse consumer and niche markets
including the tactical/military, hunting, outdoors and cutlery industries. Worldwide sales activity encompasses more
than 28 countries and continues to grow.

For more information about The Ontario Knife Company and its industry-leading line of advanced knives, machetes,
edged products and specialty tools, contact The Ontario Knife Company at P.O. Box 145-26 Empire Street ·
Franklinville, NY 14737 · Telephone (716) 676-5527 · Or visit www.ontarioknife.com.
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